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with the same odeword. For the stati pre�x oding, two passes over thedata are neessary. The spei�ation of the ode is stored as a pre�x ofthe enoded data of length O(n logn). In this paper, logn denotes thebinary logarithm. In the ase of adaptive pre�x oding, eah symbol siis enoded before the next symbol si+1 is reeived. Assignment of ode-words to symbols is based on their frequenies in the already enodedstring s1s2 : : : si�1. Thus only one pass over the data is suÆient, and theodeword assignment is not stored with the enoded data. In adaptiveoding, di�erent ourrenes of the same symbol may be enoded withdi�erent odewords.The optimal algorithm for stati pre�x oding was desribed by Hu�-man [9℄. The problem of optimal stati pre�x oding was investigated ina large number of papers; fast and eÆient algorithms for enoding anddeoding of stati pre�x odes are widely known (see e.g., [18℄, [2℄, [13℄,[11℄). The lassial algorithm of [9℄ is based on the onstrution of a odetree. Eah leaf of the ode tree orresponds to a symbol of the input al-phabet, and eah edge is labeled with 0 or 1. The odeword for a symbolai 2 A is a sequene of edge labels on the path from the root of the odetree to the leaf orresponding to ai. To generate a odeword for somesymbol ai 2 A, we must traverse the path from the root of the ode treeto the leaf assoiated with ai. Hene, the enoding time is proportional tothe number of bits in the enoded string. However, we an easily reduethe enoding time to O(m) by onstruting a table of odewords. The bitlength M of the string S enoded with the stati Hu�man ode satis�esHm � M � (H + d)m, where H = Pa2A o(a)m log( mo(a)) is the empir-ial zeroth-order entropy, o(a) is the number of ourrenes of symbola in S, and d is the redundany of the Hu�man ode. Redundany dan be estimated using the symbol probabilities (e.g., d < pmax + 0:086,where pmax is the probability of the most frequent symbol, or d < 1; otherestimates are also known, s. [3℄, [7℄).The �rst algorithm for adaptive Hu�man oding was independentlyproposed by Faller [4℄ and Gallager [7℄, and later improved by Knuth [12℄.In the work of Milidiu, Laber, and Pessoa [14℄ it was shown that the algo-rithm of Faller, Gallager, and Knuth, also known as the FGK algorithm,uses at most 2m more bits to enode S than the stati Hu�man algo-rithm. Vitter [20℄ presented an improved version of the adaptive Hu�manoding that uses at most m more bits than the stati Hu�man oding.This means that FGK and Vitter's algorithm use respetively no morethan (H + 2 + d)m + O(n logn) and (H + 1 + d)m + O(n logn) bits inthe worst ase, where d is the redundany of the stati ode. Both the2



FGK algorithm and the algorithm of Vitter require �(M) time to en-ode and deode S, where M is the number of bits in the enoding ofS. Both algorithms maintain an optimal Hu�man tree that is used forenoding and deoding. Reently, Gagie [6℄ desribed an adaptive odingmethod that is based on Shannon oding. The upper bound on the enod-ing length ahieved by the method of [6℄ is (H + 1)m+ O(n logm) bits,for a parameter l > logn. The algorithm of [6℄ also requires �(M) timefor enoding and depends on maintaining a minimax tree [8℄. It is inter-esting that although the method of [6℄ is based on sub-optimal Shannonodes it often ahieves a better upper bound on the enoding length thanadaptive oding methods of [20℄ and [12℄ that are based on maintainingthe optimal Hu�man ode. All previous algorithms for adaptive pre�xoding that guaranteed an upper bound on the length of enoding arebased on maintaining the ode tree. Therefore the best time that an beahieved by suh algorithms isO(M), for we must spend onstant time foreah output bit. Turpin and Mo�at [19℄ desribe an algorithm GEO foradaptive pre�x oding. The main idea of the algorithm GEO is approxi-mation of the frequeny distribution of haraters: if fa is the frequenyof a symbol a (i.e., a ours fa times), then approximate frequeny of ais f 0a = T blogT o(ai) for T = 21=k for an integer parameter k. That is, thesymbol frequeny fa is replaed by the highest power of T that does notexeed T . Turpin and Mofat [19℄ show good upper bounds on the enodinglength of GEO. Although the authors demonstrate the pratial eÆienyof GEO by pratial experiments, the worst ase asymptoti omplexityof their enoding algorithm is �(M). The method presented in our paperis also based on approximation, but in a di�erent way: we approximateprobabilities instead of frequenies,and a di�erent approximation formulais used.In this paper we show that adaptive oding with a good upper boundon the enoding length an be ahieved even if the input string is enodedin O(m) time, i.e. in onstant amortized time per symbol. We present analgorithm for adaptive oding that enodes in optimal O(m) time. Thisis the �rst algorithm with running time independent of the alphabet size.The length of the enoding is bounded above by (H+1)m+O(n log2m).Thus our method ahieves the upper bound on the enoding length, whihis better than that of [20℄ and [12℄ if n�m. At the same time our algo-rithm is faster than previous algorithms for adaptive pre�x oding, sineall previous algorithms with a worst-ase upper bound on the enodinglength require O(M) = O(mH) time to enode the string of m symbolswith (zeroth-order) entropy H . We are able to ahieve onstant amor-3



tized time only for the enoding algorithm. The deoding algorithm anwork slightly faster than in �(M) time, beause we use anonial odes.Details will be given in setion 7.Our approah is based on maintaining the Shannon ode for the quan-tized symbol probabilities instead of using the exat symbol probabilities.This allows us to save time beause the quantized weights are inrementedless frequently. We also use the ideas of anonial pre�x oding ([18℄, [2℄)to avoid the expliit tree onstrution.The rest of this paper has the following struture. We give a high-leveldesription of the adaptive oding in setion 2. In setion 3 we desribethe anonial Shannon odes. In setion 4 quantized Shannon odes arepresented. We show that dynami quantized Shannon oding takes O(m)time in setion 5 and prove the upper bound on the enoding length insetion 6. In setion 6.1 we desribe a modi�ation of our algorithm forthe ase when the length of the text is unknown. Deoding methods aredesribed in setion 7. The omputational model used in this paper isunit-ost RAM with word size w = 
(m).2 Preliminaries and NotationWe denote by o(a; i) the number of ourrenes of symbol a in s1s2 : : :si;o(a) = o(a;m) denotes the number of ourrenes of a in S. Furtherin this paper, n denotes the number of symbols in the alphabet plus one(n = jAj+ 1).We use the following high-level desription of the adaptive odingproess. Suppose that the pre�x s1s2 : : :si�1 was already enoded and weare going to enode si. The following operations are performed:1. Compute the pre�x ode for (NYT)s1s2 : : : si�1 by modifying the pre-�x ode for (NYT)s1s2 : : : si�2 (using e.g., the algorithm of Vitter [20℄or the algorithm desribed in this paper). Here (NYT) denotes a spe-ial symbol that is di�erent from all symbols in the text.2. If symbol si ours in s1s2 : : :si�1, then the odeword for si is output.That is, we use the ode for s1s2 : : :si�1 to enode si.3. If si does not our in s1s2 : : : si�1, then we output the odewordfor (NYT) followed by a binary representation of the symbol si. Thesymbol (NYT) indiates the fat that si ours for the �rst time; thebinary representation of si takes at most dlog(n� 1)e bits.In our high-level desription we omitted some implementation details;see e.g., [12℄ for a more detailed desription. The steps 2 and 3 in the4



above desription are straightforward and an be easily implemented inO(1) time; in the rest of this paper we desribe an eÆient algorithm forthe step 1.3 Canonial Shannon CodingThe Shannon ode was �rst desribed in the lassial work of Shan-non [17℄. Let o(ai)=m be the empirial probability of symbol ai ina string of length m. We assume that symbols are sorted aording totheir probabilities, o(ai)=m � o(aj)=m for i < j, and let um i =Pi�1j=1 o(aj)=m be the umulative probability of the �rst i � 1 mostprobable symbols. The odeword for the i-th symbol in a Shannon odeonsists of the �rst dlog(m=o(ai))e bits of um i.Gagie [6℄ modi�ed this de�nition in his paper on adaptive Shannonodes; his onstrution is based on minimax trees ([8℄).In this paper we onstrut adaptive odes with odeword length loseto the odeword lengths in the Shannon ode, but our algorithm is basedon anonial odes ([2℄, [18℄). A anonial ode has the numerialsequene property: odewords with the same length are binary represen-tations of onseutive integers. An example of a anonial ode is givenon Fig. 1.For ease of desription, we sometimes do not distinguish between aodeword  of length i and the number whose i-bit binary representa-tion equals to . If all odeword lengths are known, the odeword anbe found using the standard anonial oding proedure. Let ni be thenumber of odewords of length i. Let base[i℄ be the �rst odeword oflength i. Then the j-th odeword of length i an be omputed with theformula base[i℄ + j � 1. The array base[℄ an be omputed reursively:base[0℄ = 0, base[i℄ = (base[i � 1℄ + ni�1) � 2. Thus, if the length l ofthe odeword for symbol a is known, and the index of the odeword for aamong all odewords of length l is known, the odeword for symbol a anbe omputed in onstant time. For example, in the ode desribed on Fig.1, n1 = n2 = 0, n3 = 2, n4 = 6, and n5 = 8. Then, base[1℄ = base[2℄ = 0,base[3℄ = 0, base[4℄ = 4, and base[5℄ = 20. The odeword for symbola6 is the 4-th odeword of length 4; hene, the odeword for a6 an beomputed as base[4℄ + 3 = 4 + 3 = 7 or (0111)2 in binary.4 Quantized Shannon CodingFor an arbitrary quantization parameter q > 1, let oq(a; i) = bo(a; i)=qand Pq(i) = di=qe. The main idea of our algorithm (further alled quan-5



a1 000a2 001a3 0100a4 0101a5 0110a6 0111 a7 1000a8 1001a9 10100a10 10101: : : : : :a16 11011Fig. 1. An example of a anonial pre�x odetized Shannon oding) is the omputation of the odeword length based onquantized empirial probabilities: if o(si; i�1) � q, the odeword lengthfor si is l(si) = dlog( Pq(i)oq(si;i�1))e; if 0 < o(si; i�1) < q, l(si) = dlog(i)e.The length l(ai) of the odeword for symbol ai in a quantized Shannonode is greater than or equal to the odeword length for the same symbolin the traditional Shannon ode (denoted by lS(ai)). Sine Pq(i)q � i andoq(si; i � 1)q � o(si; i � 1), Pq(i)oq(si;i�1) = qPq(i)qoq(si;i�1) � io(si;i�1) .Therefore l(ai) � lS(ai), and P 2�l(ai) � P 2�lS(ai) � 1 sine Shannonode is a pre�x ode. Thus the odeword lengths of the quantized odesatisfy the Kraft-MMillan inequality. Hene, it is possible to onstruta pre�x ode in whih a symbol ai is assigned the odeword with lengthlS(ai). It an be easily proven by indution that the proedure for theonstrution of a anonial ode desribed in setion 3 onstruts a pre�xode if odeword lengths satisfy the Kraft-MMillan inequality.In our oding sheme the urrent text length i is replaed by a quan-tized length Pq(i), and the urrent symbol frequeny o(si; i � 1) isreplaed by the quantized frequeny oq(si; i� 1). Due to this fat, wean update the ode less frequently: in a text of length m, Pq(i) is inre-mented bm=q times, and the frequeny of symbol a is inremented onlybo(a)=q times.However, when Pq(i) is inremented, the lengths of up to n odewordsin the quantized ode may hange. To avoid having to update a largenumber of odewords, we use a method similar to the method used in [6℄.We allow l(si) to be slightly higher than dlog( Pq(i)oq(si;i�1))e, and maintainthe following invariant:1. If o(si; i� 1) � q, dlog( Pq(i)oq(si;i�1))e � l(si) � dlog( Pq(i)+noq(si;i�1))e.2. If 0 < o(si; i� 1) < q, dlog(i)e � l(si) � dlog(i+ n)eWe store all symbols that ourred at least one in a doubly-linked listR. When the length of the odeword for a symbol a is updated, we set it todlog( Pq(i)+noq(a;i�1))e or dlog(i+n)e (if s1s2 : : :si�1 was already enoded). We6



guarantee that the length of the odeword for a is updated at least onewhen an arbitrary length n substring sjsj+1 : : : sj+n of S is enoded (evenif sjsj+1 : : :sj+n does not ontain a): when lmax elements are enoded,where lmax is the maximum odeword length, we delete the �rst 2lmaxelements from R, update their lengths, and append the removed symbolsat the end of R. The detailed desription of the algorithm for updating aquantized Shannon ode is given in the next setion.5 Adaptive Canonial CodingIn this setion we desribe the algorithm for updating the adaptive Shan-non ode. For eah symbol aj in the alphabet we keep trak of the numberof ourrenes of aj in s1s2 : : : si�1 where i is the length of the alreadyenoded string. For every symbol aj 2 A, we store its odeword lengthlen(aj) and its index among all odewords of length len(aj) denoted byind(aj). Variable nl indiates the number of odewords of length l; ar-ray base[l℄ ontains the �rst odeword of length l. We store all symbolsaj 2 A suh that o(aj ; i � 1) > 0 in a list R. All symbols with ode-words of length l are also kept in a doubly-linked list C[l℄, so that the lastodeword of length l an be found in onstant time. We denote by lmaxthe maximum odeword length in a ode.When the length of the odeword for some symbol a hanges froml1 to l2, we perform the following operations. Let ind(a) = i. Let a0 bethe symbol whose odeword is the last odeword of length l1. If l1 > 1,then the index of the last odeword with length l1 is hanged from nl1to i. We remove a0 from the end of C[l1℄, replae a with a0 in C[l1℄, andderement nl1 by one. Thus the new odeword for a0 is the i-th odewordof length l1 (i.e., the new odeword for a0 is the old odeword for a). Ifnl1 = 1, we simply set nl1 = 0 and remove a from C[l1℄ so that the listC[l1℄ beomes empty. The new odeword for a is the last odeword oflength l2: we set ind(a) = nl2 + 1, inrement nl2 , and add a at the endof C[l2℄. All operations above require O(1) time. When the values of niare updated, we an re-ompute the array base[℄ in O(lmax) time usingthe reursive formula given in setion 3. Thus hanging the length of aodeword requires O(lmax) time. However, we an also hange the lengthsof lmax odewords in a ode in O(lmax) time: �rstly, we hange the valuesof nl and update the lists C[l℄ in O(lmax) time; then, we re-ompute thearray base[℄ in O(lmax) time. As an example, onsider the ode on Fig.1 and suppose that the length of the odeword for a6 has hanged to 5.Then, we derement n4 and replae a6 with a8 in C[4℄; the index of a87



is hanged to 4 (now the odeword for a8 is (0111)2). We make a6 thelast odeword of length 5: we set ind[a6℄ = 9, len[a6℄ = 5, and n5 = 9.The array base is hanged aordingly: base[5℄ = 18 = (10010)2 Now,the odeword for a6 is base[5℄ + ind[a6℄� 1 = (11010)2Suppose that the string s1s2 : : :si�1 was already proessed, and weenode symbol si. After enoding si we modify the ode as follows:{ If the symbol si ours for the �rst time, the length of the odewordfor si is set to dlog(i+ n + 1)e, and si is inserted at the end of R.{ If o(si; i � 1) > 0 and o(si; i) � 0 (mod q), then we removesi from R, re-ompute the length of the odeword for si as l(si) =dlog Pq(i+1)+noq(si;i) e and insert it at the end of R. We update the valuesof ind(si), len(si), nk1 , nk2 , and lists C[k1℄ and C[k2℄, where k1 andk2 are the lengths of the old and the new odewords for si. Finally,we update the array base[t℄, t = 1; 2; : : : ; lmax. Those operations takeO(lmax) time.{ Besides that, if i � 0 (mod lmax), then the �rst k = 2lmax elementsar1 ; ar2 ; : : : ; ark are removed from R. The odeword length for eaharj is set to l(arj) = dlog Pq(i+1)+noq(arj ;i)e (or l(arj) = dlog(i + n + 1)e ifo(arj ; i) < q). Then, variables nt and lists C[t℄ for t = 1; 2; : : : ; lmax,and variables ind(arj) and len(arj) for j = 1; : : : ; k are hanged a-ordingly in O(lmax) time. Then, the array base[℄ is re-omputed.All those operations also take O(lmax) time. Finally, we re-insertar1 ; ar2 ; : : : ; ark at the end of list R.If we hoose q so that q � lmax, then the quantized Shannon ode anbe updated in O(1) amortized time. The maximal odeword length in aShannon ode does not exeed log(m+n) = O(logm). Thus if we set thequantization parameter q to e.g., dlogme, then the quantized Shannonode an be updated in O(1) amortized time.Implementation Remark The algorithm desribed above involves theomputation of binary logarithms. We an ompute dlog(x)e for somenumber x in O(1) time by omputing the index of the most signi�antbit of x, msb(x). The index of the most signi�ant bit an be omputedin O(1) time using e.g., the method desribed in [5℄, Lemma 3. It is alsopossible to ompute msb(x) usingAC0 operations only; see the desriptionof operation LeftmostOne(X) in [1℄, setion 2. Let mask(k) =Pk�1i=0 2k , i.e.mask(k) is the number with k rightmost bits equal to 1 and all other bitsequal to 0. To ompute dlog(x)e, we �nd k = msb(x). If (x AND mask(k�1)) = 0, where AND denotes bitwise AND operation, then dlog(x)e = k.Otherwise dlog(x)e = k + 1. 8



6 Analysis of Adaptive Shannon CodingLet V be the set of indies i suh that oq(si; i � 1) > 0, and V 0 bethe set of i suh that o(si; i � 1) > 0. We denote by eH the sumPi2V log( io(si;i�1)).We start by estimating the total enoding length for all si, i 2 V .We prove an upper bound on eH , and then show that the total enodinglength of all si, i 2 V , is not muh bigger than eH .Lemma 1. eH =Pi2V log( io(si;i�1)) � Hm+O(n logm)Proof:Xi2V log( io(si; i� 1)) �Xi2V 0 log( io(si; i� 1)) <mXi=1 log i�Xi2V 0 log(o(si; i� 1)) ➀= mXi=1 log i�Xa2A o(a)�1Xi=1 log i =log(m!)�Xa2A log(o(a)!) +Xa2A log(o(a))We obtain the equality ➀ by observing that for any a 2 A, o(si; i� 1),suh that si = a and i 2 V 0, assumes all values between 1 and o(a)�1.Applying Stirling's formula, x logx� x ln 2 < log(x!) < x logx� x ln 2 +O(logx). Therefore,eH � m logm�m ln 2+O(logm)�Xa2A(o(a) log(o(a))�o(a) ln2)+O(n logm) =(�m ln 2 +Xa2Ao(a) ln2) + (Xa2Ao(a) logm�Xa2Ao(a) log(o(a)))+O(n logm) =Xa2A o(a) log( mo(a)) + O(n logm)In the equation above we used the fat that m =Pa2A o(a).The ompression loss aused by hoosing quantized empirial proba-bilities instead of the exat empirial probabilities for all si, i 2 V , anbe estimated as follows:Lemma 2. Pi2V log( Pq(i)oq(si ;i�1)) � eH +O(nq logm)9



Proof: Let Pq(i)q = i+ ri. Then,Pq(i)oq(si; i� 1) = Pq(i)qo(si; i� 1) o(si; i� 1)qoq(si; i� 1) =o(si; i� 1)qoq(si; i� 1) i+ rio(si; i� 1) = o(si; i� 1)qoq(si; i� 1) io(si; i� 1)(1 + rii )Therefore,log( Pq(i)oq(si; i� 1)) = log( io(si; i� 1))+log( o(si; i� 1)oq(si; i� 1)q )+log(1+rii )The two last terms in this sum an be estimated as follows. Sine 0 �ri < q, log(1 + rii ) < log(1 + qi ) < qi ln 2 . Summing up by all i 2 V ,Pi2V qi ln 2 � qln 2Pmi=1(1=i) = O(q logm). Let o(a; i�1) = q �oq(a; i�1) + ri(a) for a 2 A. Then, o(si; i� 1) = oq(si; i� 1)q + ri(si), andlog( o(si;i�1)oq(si;i�1)q ) = log(1+ ri(si)oq(si;i�1)q ) < ri(si)oq(si;i�1)q ln 2 < 1oq(si;i�1) ln2 .Summing up by all i 2 V , we obtainXi2V 1ln 2 � oq(si; i� 1) �Xa2A((q= ln2) oq(a)�1Xj=1 (1=j)) = O(nq logm)Therefore,Xi2V log( Pq(i)oq(si; i� 1)) =Xi2V (log( io(si; i� 1))+log( o(si; i� 1)oq(si; i� 1)q ))+ log(1 + rii ) = eH + O(nq logm)In our method, the odeword for symbol si an use up to log( Pq(i)+noq(si;i�1))bits instead of log( Pq(i)oq(si;i�1)) bits (we ignore rounding up for a moment).We an estimate the penalty for those additional bits using the followinglemma.Lemma 3. For any funtion g : V ! N and any q > 0,Pi2V log( di=qe+ng(i) ) �Pi2V log( di=qeg(i) ) +nq log(imax+ nq), where imax is the maximum elementin V .Proof: Xi2V log(di=qe+ ng(i) ) =Xi2V (log(di=qeg(i) ) + log(1 + ndi=qe))10



Besides that,Xi2V log(1 + ndi=qe) � Xi2V log(1 + nqi ) = log(Qi2V (i+ nq)Qi2V i )Suppose that V onsists of elements i1; i2; : : : ; iv = imax, so that i1 <i2 < : : : < iv. Then, ik+nq � ik + nq andQi2V (i+ nq)Qi2V i = (Qv�nqk=1 (ik + nq))(Qvk=v�nq+1(ik + nq))(Qvk=nq+1 ik)(Qnqk=1 ik) �(Qv�nqk=1 ik+nq)(Qvk=v�nq+1(imax + nq))(Qv�nqk=1 ik+nq) � 1 = (imax + nq)nqHene, Xi2V log(1 + ndi=qe) � nq log(imax + nq)and the statement follows.The total length of enoding si for all i 2 V isPi2V log( Pq(i)+noq(si ;i�1)). Itfollows from Lemma 3 thatPi2V log( Pq(i)+noq(si;i�1)) �Pi2V log( Pq(i)oq(si;i�1))+nq log(m+ nq). If nq < m, the last expression isPi2V log( Pq(i)oq(si ;i�1)) +O(nq logm).It remains to estimate the length of enoding si, i 62 V .Lemma 4. The total length of enoding all si, i 62 V , is O(nq logm).Proof: Eah symbol si, i 2 (V 0 n V ), i.e., eah symbol si, suh that sialready ourred in s1s2 : : : si�1, but its number of ourrenes is less thanq, is enoded with at most log(i + n) = O(logm) bits. Eah symbol sithat ours for the �rst time is enoded with O(logm)+logn = O(logm)bits. Sine the total number of symbols si that ourred less than q timesin s1s2 : : : si�1 is O(nq), the statement of the Lemma follows.Theorem 1. The quantized Shannon oding uses (H+1)m+O(nq(log(m+nq))) bits.Proof: All symbols si, suh that i 62 V an be enoded with O(nq logm)bits by Lemma 4. All symbols si, i 2 V , requirePi2V dlog( Pq(i)+noq(si;i�1))e �Pi2V log( Pq(i)+noq(si;i�1)) +m bits. Using Lemmas 1, 2, 3, and the disussionabove,Pi2V log( Pq(i)+noq(si;i�1)) = Hm+O(nq(log(m+ nq))). Therefore the11



total enoding length does not exeed m(H + 1) + O(nq(log(m + nq)))bits.The main result of this paper follows if we substitute q = �(logm) inthe above theorem.Corollary 1. Quantized Shannon oding with quantization parameterq = �(logm) uses (H + 1)m+O(n log2m) bits, and an be implementedin O(m) time if m � n, where m is the text length and n is the extendedalphabet size.6.1 Adaptive Coding of a String of Unknown LengthIn the Corollary 1 we set q = �(logm), i.e. we assumed that the length mof the input string is known in advane. If the input length is unknown, wean set q = dlogm1e for some tentative length m1; afterm1 input symbolsare enoded, we set the tentative input length to some m2 �m1 and q =dlogm2e. Thus we produe a sequene of tentative input length until theinput string is enoded ompletely. For instane, we an set q2 = dlogm1eform1 = n2. When the �rstm1 symbols are enoded, we set q2 = dlogm2eform2 = 2n2. In this way we produe a sequene of tentative input lengthsm1; m2; : : : ; mk with m1 = n2 and mi = 2mi�1 for i > 1. When the �rstmi input symbols are enoded, we set qi+1 = dlogmi+1e and update theode by re-omputing odeword lengths of all already enoded symbolssj , o(sj ; mi) > 0, as l(sj) = dlog Pqi+1 (mi+1)+noqi+1 (sj ;mi) e. When the ode isupdated, we must re-ompute the lengths of at most n odewords in O(n)time. Sine mi+1 �mi � n2, re-omputing the ode takes o(1) amortizedtime. It is easy to hek that the maximum quantization parameter qmaxused by this modi�ed algorithm satis�es qmax = O(logm). Therefore themodi�ed algorithm an also be implemented in O(m) time, and the upperbound on the enoded string length is (H + 1)m+ O(n log2m) bits.7 Deoding of a Quantized Shannon CodeSine quantized Shannon ode is a anonial ode, deoding of a quan-tized Shannon ode an work faster than tree-based oding deoding al-gorithms. Below we desribe two simple deoding methods that work inO(m log logm) and O(m logH) time respetively.The deoding algorithms desribed below rely heavily on the algo-rithms for deoding of anonial pre�x odes [15℄.The deoding algorithm maintains the quantized Shannon ode asdesribed in setion 5. Additionally, we maintain a two-dimensional array12



sym[l; i℄, 1 � l � lmax, 1 � i � n. For every pair (l; i), suh that 1 � l �lmax and 1 � i � nl, sym[l; i℄ ontains the symbols that orresponds tothe i-th odeword of length l. For i > nl, sym[i; l℄ is unde�ned. The arraysym uses O(nlmax) = O(n logm) words.Let Sbase[i℄ = base[i℄� (w�i), where w is the length of the mahineword. That is, Sbase[i℄ is obtained by shifting base[i℄ (w� i) bits to theleft. It an be easily heked that the values stored in array Sbase growmonotonously, so that Sbase[i℄ � Sbase[i + 1℄ for 1 � i < lmax. Thedeoding algorithm reads a sequene of bits from the input stream andtransforms it into a sequene of symbols. Let B denote the bu�er variablethat ontains the next w not yet deoded bits from the input stream. If thelength ` of the next odeword is known, the next symbol an be deoded inonstant time: The index of the next odeword is i = (B � `)� base[`℄,and the next symbol is s = sym[`; i℄. Hene, the only time-onsumingoperation is omputing the length of the next odeword in the inputstream.We an obtain the length of the next odeword by omparing thevalue of B with elements of Sbase: if the length of the next odewordis `, then Sbase[`℄ � B < Sbase[` + 1℄. If the elements of Sbase arestored in a balaned tree, suh as the AVL tree, then ` an be found inO(log(lmax)) = O(log logm) time. Thus we obtain a O(m log logm) timedeoding algorithm.A more eÆient algorithm an be obtained with the following simpletehnique. We onseutively ompareB with Sbase[l1℄; Sbase[l2℄; : : :Sbase[li℄; : : :,where l1 is the minimum odeword length and li = li�1 + 2i�1 for i > 1.Clearly, we an �nd i, suh that Sbase[li�1℄ < B � Sbase[li℄, in O(log `)time. After that, the odeword length ` an be found by binary searhin O(log(li � li�1)) = O(log `) time. As shown in Corollary 1, the totalenoding length is L = (H+1)m+O(n log2m). Hene, the average ode-word length is lAV = O(H) for n < m= log2m. By Jensen's inequality,1mPmi=1 log(len(si)) � log(lAV ) = O(logH). Therefore the total deod-ing time is O(m logH).AknowledgmentsWe thank Larry Larmore for interesting remarks and disussions and theanonymous reviewers for their omments and suggestions. Speial thanksare to the anonymous reviewer for his suggestions on the implementationof the deoding methods. 13
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